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A., INTRODUCTION

Capital One, in its Respondent'sBrief, fails to address many of the

important issues, arguments, and assignments of error raised by Lukashin in her

Appellant's Brief, including but not limited to how an affidavit dated almost a

year prior could possibly properly identify alleged business records (per

RCW 5,45, 20) that the Plaintiff's counsel admitted in opera court were

procured much later; why the Plaintiff was not retlt iced to comply with the

requirement of cR 56(e) which clearly states, in per{ that

Sworn or certified copies of all papers or ,parts thereof referred
to in an affida it shall be attached 'thereto >or serried therewith,'

and provide a,:opy of the'Tustomer Agreement" referred to in the Affidavit,

shy it was proper for;Naiotiff's -counsel to pl.agianze an entire section from an

unpublished umb opinion in its reply brief - to the Motion for Summary

Iuclgent wh1 e also bringing If up for the first time in open court during Jarwary

0 .2012 hearing without any'prior notice to Lukashin; and why the amount of

the judgment., based on a copy of .a 2008 alleged bilng statement, u hkch was

considerably different from the amount stated in the affidavit and prayed for in

the Complaint,' together with the fact that a, complete set of billing statements,

leading to the date of the Plaintiff's affidavit was not provided, did riot create an

issue o € ' material fact as to the amount of indebtedness Jeven when
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cnsid ringth evidence in light most favorable to Capital One, and not

LuWsh as the Court should have, per Ryon),

Capital One's Respondent's Brief also repeatedly refers to alleged billing

taternents and specific, transactions in support of its argument and claims,

Which i inapposite, as these alleged business records have not been properly

identified

Capital One further misrepresents the alleged admission 'hy .1- Aachin as

to 'having a Capital One credit card account ending in 9703` (Respondent's

Brief„ p. 15, at 1 -2 emphasis added), furthermore, it slr uld not even he arguing

it because of a judicial admission by Capital One's. counsel (RP 41),

Astoundingly,, Capital One's Respondent's grief, by selectively gdnt €rig

Rf:W 5,45,020 on p. 8, effectively misrepresents the meaning of the statute by

completely omitting the requirement for' — the custodian or qualified witness">

to testify "to its identity and the mode of 'its preparation—". capital One cannot

argue in good frith that such testimony specifically regarding the copies of

alleged billing statements introduced for the fiat time with the sumnlary

jud meat motion, was ever offered to the trial court, yet it dues argue that the

alleged copies of the billing statements are admissible, notwithstanding the

facts of the case, relevant law and wart rotes.



Based on the anaiysis of the Respondent'sgrief, relevant facts, court

fifes, acid caselaw, Lukashin believes and therefore asserts that, taking in its

entirety, the Respondent"sBrief is meritless and thus should be stricken by this

1 Court as frivolous, and Lukashin should be awarded sanctions (CR 11,

RCW 4:84,185 or any other basis deemed appropriate by this Court), in addition

to the -sanctions Preyed for earlier in the AppellaWs Brief.

B. STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Lukashin wishes to incorporate by reference the Statement of the Case from the

AppOlant's Brief,

C. ARGUMENT

L Capital One misrepresents alleged admission by Lukashin In its

Respondents Brief, also, CaPital One should not even be arguing the alleged

admission beta use of Its own judicial adin! 'ossl n.

Capital One refers to alleged admission bytuka as early as page I of

its Reply Brief, stating: 'Lukashin admitted to having LhA credit card account

ending in 8701' (emphasis added) and further stating, an p, 2 of its Reply Brief,

that "In Lukashiffs answer to the complaint, Lukashin admitted to having a

Ca2ital One credit card account ending in 8703, CP 26-30" (emphas added),

However a quick examination of the relevant section .of the Answer reveals the

exact wording
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The Defendant admits the allegation that the Defendant has
had a certain credit card account bearing a number endir;g in

8703; however, the defendant is without sufficient knowledge
or information Worm a belief as to whether the account

referenced by the Plaintiffs is one and the same, (CP 27, at 14

Theis, it. is clear that there has been NO admission that Lukashin had

tire" account or had a "Capital One "'credit carol account, Furthermore,

numbered paragraph i11 of Capital One-'s Complaint ;.rFfakos >;.no mention that the

certain credit card aircounto referred, to therein w -as issued by Capital One, so

adr0ting having an account bearing a number ending in 8703 was N(Yr tl)e

same as admitting to having a;t^apital One credit Lard account ending in 871 3, as

the Respondent's grief would have one believe.

In addition, reviewing the wording of Ch 8(b),, which states, in part, that;

It he is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a
belief as to the truth of an averment, he shall so state and this

has the effect of a denial,"

it is clear that LOashin's wording of ter Answer has the effect of a denial.

The admission t̀hat Lukashin did made iii her Answer does not extend to

an admission that she did have'thes ecific;accountreferenced by the Plaintiff,

which Capital OtWs counsel conceded on the record

the defendant acknowledged that she had an accourtt edit

8703, Your Honor, the last four which happens to he this,, so
they aeknowiedge that. They do not acknowledge that the

9



actual@ have hfsa + rrt, which wwld lieenoogh,=' (RP 41, at

16-21 emphasis added)

It is well established that counsel's judicial admissions are binding on the party,

S e, for'exampld, In re .Discipfirroryr Pror::eed+rr9 A ciirrs# Lyrrcir, 789 P, 2d 752,

Washington Supreme Court (1990), (especially footnote 5), RCW < 2. 44,010

Authority of Attomey and the recent U.S. Supreme Court ease Christian Legal;

Sic. C:hopter v. Mortirr:e ?, 130 & t:t. 297 ( 1010) which stated, in part:

1_itigants, we have lend recognized, "jajre entitled 'to have

their] case tried upon the assumption that „< facts, stipulated
into the record, were established." H. Hackfeld &, Co, v. United

States, 197 tl:S. 442,447, S.Ct, 456, 4 ,.. lid, 816 (29(35).(7€

This entitlement is the bookend to a party's uridettakingto be
bound iby the factual stipulations it submits.

M

But factual stipulations are ' "formal con ces& ions... that have the
effect of withdrao inn a fact from Issue and dispensing whol
witth the need for proof of the fact. Thus, a judicial admission
is conclusive in the case." 2 , K. Broun, McCormick on Evidence

154, p,.181 (61h ed,2006) (footnote omitted), See also, e_ .;

Oscanyan v, Arms C , 103 U.S. i6-1 26 L,Ed. 5-39 (1881)

The power of the court to act in the disposition of a trial upon

facts conceded by coolnsel i's as plain as its power to act upon
the ev dence<produced, ")

In the instant action, Mr. f= iler, representing Capita One, madea'factual

statement during summary judgment motion arg#,f3"nents in open coo:

conceding that 'Thgy do not acknowledgea thatthUthl

account " (RP 41, at 113 emphasis added). Thus, Capital One is bound by

10



that Judicial admission of a fact and may not brief this tss e on appeal, as this

Court of Appeals, Division ti, very clearly indicated during the oral arguments

rnp3 recording of which is available on the Court's wehaite) in the.Nbonon v..

t #urt. County €1 case, in which an unpublished opinion was filed 'isythis

Court on May30 2012. In the recording, there is plenty of discussion of this

very issue. For example, at around time index 2:40,;ajudge inquires, '''lea yoga

have a >case that's saying if you Concede can the rec=ord you're not bound 4y

Later, starting at about 753, a Court of Appeals edge states, whale revi5 ting the

issue:

You must understand our shock at seeing them briefed on
appeal, Does counsel not understand that if you concede and

say: 'l don't have these claims ", and the Court accepts it you
don't have those claims, and you can't put life back into them at
the Court of Appeals "r.., i

Law that applies at this point to the binding of the client to the

attorney comments on the record, (partial transcript, based op.

the mp3 file available)

Therefore, it seems char that Capital One is precluded from arguing;

that i,ukashin a4mitted having the specific account in question, and. it still'

needed to make the showing required by . 641 eslRyan standard;,Which'burden

it felt very short of meeting,

2: The trial count erred when explicitly relying on the alleged admission lay

t ukashin to deny the motion for reconsideration, since there was a judicial'

admission by Capital one's counsel to the contrary already in the recur

11



As stated earlier, U,5, Supreme Court case, C ristion Legal Soc, Chapter

v, Martinez, 131 5. Ct ?971. (201-0) clearly established that,

Litigants we have long recognized, "(ajre'entitled to have
their] case tried upon the assumption that facts, stipulated
into the record, Were established," Ll. Hackfeld & Co, u, United

Mates; 197 U,S, 442,;447, 5 5,Ct, 451 49 LEA, 826 J1905),[71

This entitlement is the bGo:kend to a party?s undertaking to be
bound by the factual stipulations it submits,

In this case, Lukashin has consistently denied that she admitted to

having the specific account in question; combined with the ludidal admission of

Mr. Filer (RP 41), the trial court was bound by an effective ,stipulation by both

prties'that there was NO admission by i.ukilshin. T erefo rn, the trial court

improperly relied on the alleged admission, disregarding an effective stipulation

by the parties on record and seemingly misinterpreting the type and/or scope of

the ad ission that was actually made by Lukashin in her Answer. Thus, the

deniai of the motion for reconsideration was made on untenable' rounds and

should he vacated by this Court,

K Capital One argues that the Williams-Affidavit itstif was admissible, but

Lukashin has already acknowledged that; however, ONLY the A davlt, a,n,d

nothing else constituted admissible evidence,

Lukashin does not dispute that the WiRiarr s Affidavit, by itself; was

admissible. However, si ce nwne of the alleged capies of the billing statements

were explicitly mentioned in the Affidavit, and all alleged statements with

1.



specific consun er- initiated transactions or payments were obtained only

subsequent to the date of the Default.3udgment hearing, per Mr, ,Her's judicial

admission in open court [lip 1'4,,161, Capital >One may not argue, in food faith

that the alleged copies of the billing statements were admissiWe, since the

RMI 5.45.022- required attestation cannot and does not cover the documents

that were sot} ht to be produced only after the Williams ?affidavit was signed,

Furthermore, ;in IA elendez -Dlaz v, Massachusetts, 129 S.;C.t, 2521

2009), U.S. Supreme Court held that:

Docurnents kept in the replar course of business may
ordinarily be admitt,ed at trial despite their hearsay status. See,

Fed. Rule Evid, 8017(6), But that Iss not the case if the regularl
on ucted business .activity is the r dUL, loci of widen. f

use at 'trial (ernphaals added)'

Thus, the Williams Affidavit itself may not be admissible under a

business records" exception to hearsay, since it "was calcutated for use

essentially irl the court,, not iii >the business." tai.; yet Capital One failed to

introduce any additional affidavits to address the Issues raised by' okashin',

despite having are ample oppo0unity to do so. (bate: Fed, Rule Evid, 803 ( 6)

includes 'an attestation requirement similar to that of RCW 5,45,020).

Lukashin respectfully moves this Court to find that the edtre line of

arguments in the Respondent's Brief devoted to the admissibility of the alleged

13



business `;`;records, except for the Lf illiams Affidavit, to be frivolous and strike it;

and thatCR 11 sanctions be imposed on Capital One and /or Its counsel,

4. Capital One ` misrepresents the requirements of RCW 5.45420 by selectively

quoting the statute, ostensibly to are attempt to mislead this Court, which is a.

serious violation of the Antes of Professional Conduct, as our Supreme Court;

held in Ferguson (2,011)

Our Supreme Court, iii RE PROCEEDING AGAlNS7 lF̀.RG iS0 , f46 R, 3d'

1236 {20 recently dealt qtr €th a very sirrifiar issue,, statIin , ' In part:

The hear Ing officer's conclusion appears to be, it) part, a,finding
of fad that Fe.rguson'somission of' relevant authority was

purposeful_ Thisfinding is supported by the hearing offker's
finding that Fe usdd quoted the first sentence of the statute, .
but omitted the second sentence that rdvided the notice

requirernent; ellipses or any other indication of her
omission, Such ond'tjct is ' c tip re ar' I s  l li lih

that the court 9s aware of the law; and will discover the

Le,q_bort (em added)''

if you afar to 0. 8 of the Respondent'sBrief, Ms, Gurule,, Capital >One's >counsei,

states:.

Under the hearsay exception for business records, RC

SASMO expressly,states that the trial court may take into

consideration any records that `... lrs the o inion of the - court
the sources of information, ;method and time ofprevaration

were such to 'ttstif ;:the record'sl admission,' Capital Cane's
evidence is`. admissible under Rat >5.45,020 as a business record

14'



exception to the hearsay rule." (internal quotation marks

changed, emphasis added)

ft appears tol:ukasbin that Capital One's counsel is trying to Mislead this Court,

consciously engaging in behavior similar to that which got attorney Ferguson

sospended by the Supreme Court in ` >. 20 11.

Ors p. !O, while arguing
j

intly the admissibility of affidavit and billing

statements, Capital One due; list the entire text of'RCW 5;4 -5.020, which is as

follows

A record o an act, condition or event: shali in so far as re €evarit,

be competent evidence If the custodian or otherqualified

witness testifies to its identity and the mode of its preparation,
and if it was made in the regular course of'busirtoss. at or near

thetime of the act, condition or event, and if, in the opinion of

the court, the sources of information, method and three Of
preparation were such as to justify its admission,

t.uirashin requests the Court talre judiciai notice of the fact that the

tual 13 .. s.(1 Ci # uir " rrr rpetert wi er r e" t satisfy all of the.

following three Prongs: 1) identification bya;qualified wib ess,; ) being made in

the regular course of business at or near the time of act, condition or event, and'

being; credible, Yet., t:ukashin has consistently arguers that the first prong,

identification by a qualified witness, was never met for the voluminous alleged

copies of billing statements ; thus, neither the trial court nor this Court has any

basis to conclude that the alleged biliing statements are accurate or admissible,

is



absent an additional: sworn attestation by a representative of Capital One, which

is not part of the record on review.

LukasNr) requests the Court take judicial notice of the fact that Capital

One was very careful not to mention the date of the Williams Affidavit in its

Respondent's Brief. This date, in April 2010, iscrudai in understanding that it

was physically impossible for the Williams. Affidavit to satisfy the first prong of

REW 5,45,020 for the billing statements introduced in late 2011. with the motion

for summary judgment, especially since there was a judicial admission [RP 14,

16) that these statements were procured after the date of the Default ludgmen

hearing in November 2010 and,. therefore, after the date of the Affidavit,

5. Capital 0 e 1fine's that 400ksand Ailing

statements and that the records were "sufflclentlV trustworthy to justify

admission'" are meritt ss, as they are t if Ie not supported b facts of this case or by

the law

Continuing to maintain the rneritlessargurnent that the billing

statements were properly admitted into evidence, on p,10 of the Respondent's

Brief, Capital One asserts thac "The affidavit refers to the books and records of

Capital One which incorporate the iaillin staternedts for the account,"

emphasis added) Capital One does not cite to the record, as it needs to per

RAP 103, to support the deim that billing, statements for the account are

16



incorporated into «looks and records"'. As fcCo /Iough X2# 11} clearly showed,

the feet that something could be troe for all accounts (ire that cash;, it was the

claise about <attorney fees in credit card agreement) does not establish this fact

for the particular case; (Mcollough'scredit card agreernent w never

1pro ided). Thus, since the Williams Affidavit toes not specifically rnentJon any

billing statements, this Court should .strike the emphasized assertion and this

entire fine of argument from the Respondent's Brief per CR 12(f):

On p. II of its Brief, Capital One makes another claim unsupported by a

c: tation.to the record or relevant law, stating that: '...Capital Gne's records on

their face were sufficiently trustworthy to justIN admission:'

Apparent by itself €s Insufficient, per ROW 5.45.020, to

rake business records; competent evidence in the absence of proper

identification by a custodian or a qualified witness, so this `àrgument fails.

Furthermore, Lukashint has identified a Wall Street Journal article, in her grief in

support of the motion for reconsideration, published the on December 23,

2011 Debts Go fto, Then It Get5 Worse, available at the fcallowing URL

ht rlonlnewcorr;` artcie:tll??tt} f3t - rFt  3

376,htm . This evidence serves to undermine the credibility of Catlltal ne's

books and records " since, according to the article;

17



It wasn't the first time the company went after its customers for

debts that had been snuffed out in bankruptcy, even though the

practice is illegal. A court-- appointed auditor concluded earlier
this year that Capital One pursued 15, 00 "erroneous claims"

seeking stoney previously erased by a bankruptcy -wort judge,.

Furthermore,, a'very recent, August x 13,. 2012 front-page New York Times article,,

Problems R d&e Moves to CoPect Credit Card Debt , (available at the following

URL, htfo %dea hooks tl e .cot 7 5' 2'?rFbl s s rarirJi .<rv ,x swd..

colieo- credit - card -de ) dealt spetdficaliy with widespread problems related to

evidence in debt - collection cases, includingtestimony ", falsified credit

card statements,, and increased size of the debts by addition of erroneous fees

and interest costs. Also, apparently, a former assistant VP at JPMorgan, which is;

aIso a national bank, stated that nearly 23,000 delinquent accounts had

incorrect balances.

It is cleurthat the debt collection industry has certain well

problems when it conies to actually offering proof, so taking the Capital Ore'

records to be ",sufficiently trustworthy to justify admission" without having such

records bein properly identified by a sworn statement of a qualified witness is

likely to be significantly prejudicial to the apposing party..

Since Capital One was in full 'control >.of which alleged account

statements to introduce, yet those NOT to introduce the complete record from

a zero balance leading to the ba lance alleged in the Affidavit, Lu ashin or the

18



trial court would have no way of knowing whether the alleged balance had

anything to do with the actual amount owed, even assuming for the moment

that Capital One met its burden of proof as to the assent and personal

acknowledgement of the account.

Thus, the trial, court erred when admitting the copies of alleged billing

statements into evidence, as the requirements of RCW 5A5, 020 have not been

satisfied'.

References 1p specific charges and/or online ACH payments allegedly made>

by Lukashin are improper, since the alleged billing stateroents were not

properly Identified per RCW 5,45.020 and thus should be deemed

inadmissible

Respondent's brief refers to several specific charges (a plane ticket and

a car rental, on p. 2 and p. 4, for example) as well as "online ACC payments

being made by L kashin on the account for several ỳears" (p. 11). However,,

since the alleged business records were not properly identified per

i^:y`s{ 5.45. and thus inadmissible, this Court should disregard or strike such;

references.. Furthermore., the alleged " CH >payrr?ent.s" are just a >notation — the

record contains no evidence that it was LokashIn who made these payments or

that these Payments were actually made (since the business records were not.

pro-perly identified and thus inadmNsible). In addition, Ryan 120 :13 clearly held

1'9''



that bare notati ins of alleged payments would not be sufficient, since this

do6n't Provide specific payment information (but a case where there were

cancelled checks was easily distinguished).

7. Lukashin has not submitted any affidavits, yet, she was not requiredd to, as

Capital One has not met its burden under CR 56(e) and/or arid„ es/Ryan

standard.

Capital One correctly notes that Luk has not submitted any

affida However, Ms, cuddle, the author of capital One"s Responderkt

is also iisted as an attorney for respondent in the CM k . y 201 ) a -ban V R On ( I c se ,

so she should be eminently aware that the Ryon court held;

U."we conciude that the rule of Bridges applies to the adequacy

of the bank's initial proof ofassent to the cardholder
agreement, and dries not depend on the nature of the

purported cardholder's response. See Seven Gables, 106

Waish,2d,1, 13, 72 P,2d I (nonmoving party's, duty to respond

W01 specific - factual ciaims arses once moving party has

produ adequate affidavits),

As for the supposed proof that Ryan made payments on the

account, however, it is ciearfrornaridges that the bare notation
of supposed payments on the accou fit, statements, Citibank

Provided is not sufficient, The monthly account statements In

Bridges similarly listed payments purportedly made on the

account but were still insufficient to prove the defendants'

personal acknowledgment of the debt in the absence of
cancelled chec s or similar materials,



As Lukashin has conclosively;showti th the ailegedl billing stater- rents .

were not property identified pursuant to RCW 5.45, .20 and thus >.inadmissibie

it's clear that Capital One fell very short of meeting the BrldgeslRyan standa

Reviewing Bridges ai d Rf anopinions, both of these cases included``

affidavits from bank employees (three different empirayees in Bridges and one

employee in Ryan), plus additional documents, including an unsigned credit card

agreement and some account statements/records attached to affidavits, Note

that ire Sfid es the bank's affidavit .apparently contained a statement that "the

attached account records were true and correct cr ies made its the Dr ina

course of br_rsiness" (emphasis ridded) - air attestation that has been glaringly

missing in the instant actrcrr) regarding the copies of alleged billing statements,

Capital One also argues that €,u ashim leas not submitted an affidavit

denying that she made ptrmbases on the :redit card accownt' or "denying that

she made payments on the credit card acc unte or "explaining that the amoijttt .

owed is ncorrect" or "stating that the amount owed was paid in fuil"

Respondent'sBrief, p-13), However, this is the same flawed argument that the

Court of Appeals, Division 1, has rejected in Ryan (2011):

Citibank first contends that Bridges is limited to dircrirnstances
where the alleged cardhOder specifically and affirmatively

decries any use of the Carts in its materials responding to a

motion for sum mark judgment. Citibank cites no language from

id es supporting this interpretation of its holding but argues

21



that such a limitation should be implied from the farts in
Bridges The problem with this argument, however,' is that it is

not supported by the facts as set forth in the Bridges opinion.
While Citibank asserts, without citation, that the defendants in

Bridges specifically denied use of the Credit card in their
responsive materials, the actual language of the opinion

described the defendants' materials as consist ng of the same
type of arguments criticizing the batik's proof as Ryan presented
in this Casa,"

As to the CR 5 (e) requirements, Capital One again seers to have

provided a misleading citation to the "relevant part' of the court rule on P. 9 of

the ftesporident }s Brief. The very next sertterice in CR 56(e), which was omitted

by GIs. Curule Capital One's, Counsel,, steel

Swarm or certified cooies of all:  ria ors r art thereof r9f red
to in an, affidavit shall be attached thereto or served therewith."
emphasis added),

Capital One does not dispute, as it cannot, that the "Customer

Agreement" referred to by the Williams Affidavit was NOT attached to the

affidavit:, yet, it argues; while not supporting its argument with any legal

authority whatsoever or citing to the record on review, that "all of the material

terms of the customer agreement were included in Ms. Williams affidavit and

the billing scat rnents.`' (Resp ndent` Brief, p. 9), ostensibly urgirijR. this Court to

onr, ler the affidavit itself and the alleged billing statements to tie a

substitute' for the Customer Agreement. This argument fails for a number of

reasons:.

2



First of all., without knowing what the "Customer Agreement"' wes, it

would be impossible for the Court or anyone to verify if that statement was

true,

Second of all,, it seems that the counsel is testifying here, which is not'

appropriate. Evert if the ;admissible evidence contained a »sworn statement

about hall of the material terms', Capital One would still not meet the

requirement of CR 56e), since the world "shall" is to mean

must ". No ''''CustomerAgreement" mentioned in the affidavit — ..no compliance

with CR 6(e) requirethent as written. The trial Court clearly erred when it did'

not require Capital one to Strictly Comply wit CA 56(e and this was prejudicial

to Lukash in since one of the funda metal fasters in selecting a litigation

strategy was the reliance on the 'rules of the game. being enforced

Third as prevlrausiV slown by Lukashin, alleged copies of billing

statements are not admissible; thus, any alleged terms and conditions

contained therein should be disregarded by this Court.

Fourth, the Court of Appeals f̀or the 5" Circuit rejected a similar

argument its McCallough (2101, ), where the law firm sought attorney fees on the

basis of an alleged agreement when the McCallougn -- specific agreement was

never provided:

Before the district <court, JRL presented a,credit card'

agreement purportedly belonging to Mc ,:olieu h> JRL now



admits that the agreement was not McCollaugh' -& and does not
contest the district tdurt's exclusion of the evidence:

1RL cantends that it presented evidence that attorney's fees are

permitted tinderall,cardmember agreements, even if it was not
able to obtain McColl u h's;.specif c agreement, 1 argues that

Its fY llure to produce a caNmember agreement applicable to
ivlcCol'lough was not fatal, and that the issue should have gone>

tothe urY for its deter ination as - to whether I cCollough's
agraeriies t contain such 'a provison..

7]` he district court correctly concluded that M :failed to meet

its burden to show a genuine issue for trial because it presented

no admissible evidence of e > > contract authorizing a fee award."

To summarize, Capital One does not dispute that e copy of the

Customer Agreement`' mentioned in the Williams Affidavit was never provided,

and itsar that it should not be required to provide ,a copy of the

Customer Agreement falls in consideration of the pla #n meaning of the ,word

xshall" as used in CR 5 -6(0 In fact, Lukkashin believes and therefore asserts that

this particular arpment of Capital One is frivolous and should be Stricken from

the Respondent's Brief per CR 12ff) and that Capital One and/or Ms. Gurule

should, be sanctioned under CR I

B. All of Lukash,in'smotions for sanctions may be reviewed by this Court;,

Capital One addressed only the CR 56(g) ra t :lion and the first € R 1

motion for sanctionsby Lukashin in its Brief arguing that the former is not

appealable (p. ), awhile citing to the record that the trial court has not find are

reason to impose CR 11 sanctions, ti owever, in Teter v. Deck (2012.), our
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Supreme Court held that, after discussing the four Alcoa criteria for a court to

properly grant .a new trial. 'It would be anerous to require a party to also move

for mistrial to preserve a claim for error based on misconduct ". in a similar vein,

in the instant action, :,(1) the conduct complained of is misconduct, (2) the

misconduct is prejudicial.. (3) the moving party objected to the miscon. duct ,..

and (4) the misconduct was not cured by the court's instrixtinns,'140 wig. 2d at

Sett (Teter v Deck (201.2), portion ornitted). Since the four Alwa triter+a would

be met were this Court to find, as it should, any prejudicial misconduct by

Capital One or its counsel during the trial court proceedings, summary

judgment should be var.at:ad and case remanded back to the Superior Coot.

urthermpre, per RAP 2.2(a);< it seems that atone of the dpi isios'f the

trial court related to sanctions were appealable directly to this Court and it is

because of Capital One's rnisconduct;,(not originally mailing the summary

jt dgmer{t motion to the correct address; also, was there a duty to notify the

cavort that the service by mail did not occur if 5utte€ & Hammer received the

return service" it requests on the envelopes with its loge ) that the original MSJ

date of December 02,, 2011 ( hen CR 56(g) motion was heard) was re-noted to

01/06/2012, moving that decision outside the 30-day period Capital One refers.

td. Moreover, wider RAP 9.12, in deriding summary judgment, this Court may

address all evidence and issues called to the attention. of the trial <cou
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9. Reference to the Plumb case during oral, arguments was inappropriate,

p€e,judlc al, and misleading ;

in its Brief, Capital One failed to address the, Plumb case issues raised in

the Appellant's`` Brief. This Court, during June 28, 20:12 oral arguments for Case

No. 420793, In Re Estate of Capps, clearly indicated (at around5, time

index of the recording) regarding use of a legal reference, that;

of you did not serve the opposing counsel with it, you can't

argue it, h it you can file a statem ent of additional authorities;
later"

As ii clear from LukashiWs arguments iii motions flied subs cent to

January 06, 2012, Plumb case was easily r; llstinguishable, aid could have been

effectively addressed byt.ukashin in open court, but only ff Capital One provided

advance notice it intended to argue it. Thus the tr court errs -d when it

overruled an explicit objection ARP 431 allowing lilt, Filer to argue a -case ẁithout

providing advance notice to LukasiaiB, and it was certainlymisleading (Plumb is

easily distinguishable) and prejudicial to Lukashin, as sloe,vas riot provided with

a meaningful opporttinilty to respond to this reasoning,

M Once misconduct is found, sanctions must be irnpose4,

Botts Fisons (1993), which Capital One cites in its brief in the standard of

review section, and niter (201) which 1_- ukashin laroright'to the trsal court's

attentror3, ¢upport the chin) that sanctions roust he imposed if requisite findings
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are made. Lukashin asses error to the trial court's refusal to find misconduct

on multiple occasions (Mr, Filer's plai- -ruing from the Plumb opinion while not

identifying the source and taus precluding Lukashin from being able to prepare

a rebuttal, arguing that tie dated aff=idavit properly identified alleged business

records, etc.), and respectfully requests that this Court reverse the appropriate

decisions by the trial court, make a finding of misconduct, and remand hese

issues hack to the trial court for imposition of appropriate sanctions:

IL This Court should use Its power under CJC 2.15 to irlfbrm the appropriate

author r mgar4lng the Conduct of bath Mr, Filer and ins. Gurule.

Lukashin has already argued that Mr, Filar committed multiple

violations of IRKS in herfilings with thetrial;court. In addition, Lukashin has

shown above that Ms, Gurule have likely committed violations of RPC

speeifitvAy 814(c) and (d )) by selectively quoting and purposefully om itting

relevant authority --- which our Supreme Court deemed a violation of RK in

Ferguson (2011), as well as RPC 11, 3.a,. 3A, and 4.1ley advancing what

Lukashin believes are m,eritless arguments and making factual statements

unsupported her the record

urther'more .W- Gurule signed Capital One's Motion for >Summary

Judgment 1CP 47.1481 on October 24, 2.011, which motion >contained a copy of

the Affidavit purporting to properly identify 'the alleged business records; the

7



motion also sought "interest thereon .at the rate of '2 . 1€ 0 %- per annum' [CP

dij,, which Capital One in the absence ofa'contract, was not entitled to; as well

as failed to disclose directly adverse legal authority in the Legal Authority

section [CP 48, at 10-111, which would be either Bridges or Ryon in this case,

contrary to RPC 13(a)(3) requirement.,

1.2. Justice is in Jeopardy in Washington fior unrepresented litigants in civil

cases; such litigants would have no chance at all of having theirrnatters fairly

heard if misconduct by opposing attorneys is tolerated..

Can June 15, the clay after Lukashin mailed her Appellant's Brief,, our

Supreme Court filed its Order fro. 25700"A-4005 regarding the adoption of new

PFD 28 to address a Drell -known problern, stating, in part.

income people, but, as the 2003 Civil legal bleeds Study documented, m er'

i:ncorne : eo le as well. (...) Every day across this Mate, thousands of

unrepresented (pro se) individuals seek, to resolve important legal matters in
our courts. Many of these are low incorne people who seek but cannot obtain

help from an overtaxed, underfunded civil legal aid system. Many others ar

adverse art r is rg r rated (portions ornitted, ernphasis, added,

As Lu€ ashin argued in her Appellant's Brief, it does not make finandal

sense for an individuaI to secure services of an attorney to defend against

small claims" cases like the instant action, since the legal fees:sueh individual
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would be expected to pays independent of the outcome of the case (pert he

American Rule",) are comparable to or even higher thtao the arnotmt of the

claim, anti debt 'col'sectors know this. Thus, a Prose litigant in a "email cla!irr e

debt collection action; would realistically only have the choice of ether

conceding the case or defending it an her own. This puts such an individual "at a

decided disadvantage" 1d -, and since the Supreme Court did not mention

eiscanduct, the disadvantage, it referred to seems to come solely from lack of

understanding df the law and proper procedures

Its the instant action, Lukashin vigorously defended the case, pointing .

out legal, requirements and alleged misconduct by the opposing partylcatinsel

only being able to get $150 in compensation from Capital One for continuing

status conferences. without notification to Lukashin, as well as reduce the

alleged debt by about ;a third compared to the amount lasted In the Affidavit and

the Motion for Starr Mary .ludgnvnt, at a price of spending art inordinate; amount

of time learning the rules and relevant legal authority, composing and filing»

various,doctsments, and so on, Yet, she did get a judgment entered against her,

despite a ra ultlttide of problems and Instances of misconduct that she brought

o the attention of the trial court,

Since up to 95 of such collection cases end tap with a default

judgment, according to the New York Times article ;hose Many indlviduais rued

ih Washington for the debts they allegedly owe to parties represented by,
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attorneys have jud,grnents entered in the atnounts that they do not actually

owe, based i'm insufficient or incornplete records? How many Others who do

appear in their actions have no chance at all, even if theY do have valid claims or

defenses? This Court has an opportunity to dearly state that misconduct- against

pro se parties shall not be tolerated and that it shall bear identical financial

consequences (at the very least) as the misconduct against pat represented

by counsel,

D, CONCLUSION

Lukashinhas addressed key claitns and contentions raissedby Capital

One In its Brief, showing that they are without rnerit, thus., Lukashin respectfully

requests that this Court strike the Respondent's Brief and wvvard lmkashin terms

in the amount of $500 or as determined by this Court for having to respond to

the rneritless Brief; Lukashin fod(her respectfully requests all of the relief prayed

for in the Appellant's Brief, incorporated herein by refereme, in addition,

Lukashin respectfully requests that this Court use its power under CJC 2.15 to

inform an appropriate disciplinary authority should it find misconduct and

should the misconduct identified warrant it:

Dated this day of August, 2011 Respectful iy srr bm fted,,

Heather F Uikashin, pro se Appeltant

3007 French (Id NW, Olympia, WA 98502
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